
 

 

 

 

 

#ShapeABetterWorld   #NGO    #SimplyYOUnique   #Hospitality   #GuestRelations 
 

 
 

MAINTENANCE ALLROUNDER (m/f/d) 
 

Full-time, permanent position  

 

We are looking for a maintenance team member with general technical and repair 
skills. 

 
WHO WE ARE 
 
At Hotel Schloss Leopoldskron, we're more than just a hotel - we're a social 
enterprise operated by the NGO Salzburg Global Seminar. Our mission is to 
challenge current and future leaders to shape a better world by reducing social and 
economic inequality, promoting racial and gender equity, supporting good 
governance, and protecting our climate to ensure the sustainability of human 
societies. 

 
WHY JOIN US 
 
We are proud to offer our employees a range of benefits, including: 
 

Flexible work schedule 
Collaborative and vibrant work environment 
Training and development opportunities 
Free meals on shift 
Free parking onsite 

Affordable staff accommodation, subject to availability, for the first few months 
Performance-based bonuses tied to our success 
Starting salary from EUR 2,200.00 gross per month, paid 14 times per year, 

based on full-time employment. Salary based on qualifications & experience. 
 
 

 



 

 

YOUR ROLE 

 

 Maintenance and repair work, including basic electrical and plumbing repairs 
 Preparatory work for events 
 Assist with gardening and park maintenance 
 Document daily operations 
 Complete tasks independently and reliably  
 Cooperate with colleagues from other departments 

 
 
WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR 

 

Completed vocational training in a trade profession (ideally electrician/plumber) 
Competence in general maintenance and repair work 
Initiative and willingness to work 
Well organized with the ability to work across multiple projects 
German and English language skills 
Professional, customer-oriented attitude 
Open-minded personality 

 
Seize this exciting opportunity and send your application to: hr@salzburgglobal.org  
 
At Salzburg Global Seminar, we are committed to providing a warm and inclusive 
environment for all our hotel guests, visitors, and program participants. We are an 
equal opportunity employer and aim to be an exemplary international institution in 
fostering diversity, equity, and inclusion of our workforce. We strongly encourage 
candidates from diverse backgrounds (including communities of color, the LGBT* 
community and people with disabilities) to apply and join us in our work. 
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